We report on our efforts aimed at building an Open Domain Question Answering system for Polish. Our contribution is twofold: we gathered a set of question-answer pairs from various Polish sources and we performed an empirical evaluation of two re-ranking methods. The gathered collection contains factoid, list, non-factoid and yes-no questions, which makes a challenging material for experiments. We show that using two re-ranking methods based on term proximity allows to obtain significant improvement on simple information retrieval baseline. The improvement is observed as finding more answer-bearing documents among the top n search results.
Background
Question Answering (QA) is an information retrieval task in which the user information need is expressed in terms of a natural language question. As this way of expressing information needs is very flexible, QA systems are mostly constructed as Open Domain QA systems (ODQA), not limited to any particular text collection or narrow domain (Paşca, 2003 ). An ODQA system can deliver an answer, as a text of a data record, but mostly it is required that it returns passages extracted from a collection of documents that are supposed to include an answer to the user's question. The goal of ODQA is to answer questions not restricted to any pre-defined domain (Paşca, 2003) .
Most ODQA systems process user questions in four steps, cf (Paşca, 2003; Monz, 2003; Ferrucci, 2012) : question analysis, document retrieval, document analysis and answer selection. In addition to this general scheme, we can distinguish several typical substeps or tasks: question classification , query selection and expansion (Paşca, 2003) , passage retrieval and ranking (Paşca, 2003) , candidate answer identification , answer extraction and ranking (Gondek et al., 2012) , etc., but the core is shared among systems.
There are only a few known works on ODQA (working on text collections) for Polish, e.g. Walas and Jassem (2011) , Walas (2012) , and two systems publicly available: Hipisek.pl and KtoCo. pl. The latter is a commercial system and little is known about its structure. Hipisek implements the ODQA blueprint described above (Walas and Jassem, 2011) , but was focused on processing yes-no questions about time and location. The system depends on a dedicated rulebased parser (Walas and Jassem, 2011) , and was extended with a knowledge base for spatial relations (Walas, 2012) .
Our long-term goal is large-scale, broadapplication ODQA with respect to different types of questions and documents indexed. We utilize the following architecture of QA system:
• query analysis -query processing by language tools and rules, and generation of the search query,
• search engine -fetches the N most relevant documents from a large collection of documents,
• module for document ranking -the set of documents returned by the search engine is re-ranked using medium time-consuming techniques. The M top documents are selected, where M N ,
• module for extracting candidate answers -the most time-consuming operations are performed on the reduced set of documents,
• module for answer ranking -the list of candidate answers with their context are ranked and best items are presented to user.
In this paper we focus on the first three elements of QA system with the special focus on search engine and document re-ranking.
QA dataset for Polish
Most works performed for English rely upon the TREC datasets (Voorhees, 2001) . No such dataset was available for Polish, so we started construction of a set of question-answer pairs for Polish. We surveyed several possible ways of collecting questions and answers for Polish from the available resources.
Our first idea was to crawl Internet QA communities such as zapytaj.onet.pl, pytki.pl, pytano.pl (Polish counterparts of ask.com) and grab both questions and answers. We anticipated the need for substantial manual work needed to select and curate the data, but the actual scale of the problem was quite overwhelming: while it is already not easy to find suitable questions there, finding a number of suitable answers in reasonable time was practically infeasible. The main problem was that if the answers would serve as a testing material for a system based on document retrieval, the answers should mimic normal documents. The answers posted by users of such sites are usually very short and devoid of the necessary context to understand them -they make sense only when paired with the corresponding questions (those that make sense at all). The same problem turned out to apply for FAQ sites, even official ones. This way we faced the necessity to divide the process into two separate phases: gathering questions and then finding documents that provide answers to them.
Gathering questions
We developed simple guidelines that help to recognise acceptable questions. A question must have syntactic structure of a question (rather than a string of query terms), be simple (one question per a sentence), not requiring any additional context for its interpretation. We did not accept questions referring to the person asked ('What bands do you like?'). Questions about opinions were discouraged unless could be conceived as addressed to a domain expert (e.g. 'Which wines go well with fish?'). We did not exclude questions which were vulgar or asked just for fun as long as they satisfied all other requirements.
We considered four sources of candidate questions which we hope to reflect the actual information need of the Internet users. First, thanks to the courtesy of Marcin Walas we were given access to user query logs of Hipisek.pl. The second source was 'manual crawling' around the QA communities. Similarly, we considered FAQ sites of several Inland Revenue offices. Lastly, we decided to abuse the auto-complete feature of Google and Bing search engines to gain insight into the questions that have actually been posed (it turns out that a number of users indeed ask natural language questions as search engine queries). The task was to enter word/words that typical questions start with and copy the suggestions. This could have led to some bias concerning the selection of the question-initial words. On the other hand, the mechanism seems to work surprisingly well and it is sufficient to give two words to obtain a lot of sensible questions. All of the questions that were decided as appropriate were subjected to orthographical and grammatical correction.
We considered manual translation of the TREC questions, as was done, e.g., in (Lombarović et al., 2011) . We decided against this solution, since the TREC questions seem too much oriented on the American culture and geography for our purposes. Also the TREC datasets cotains mainly factoid questions while we wanted to create a balanced dataset containing both factoid and nonfactoid questions.
Finding answers
We required from the answer documents to have included at least one passage (a couple of consecutive sentences) that contained the answer, i.e. that there was no necessity to construct an answer from information scattered across the document. This is because we assume the final version of the system will present such a passage to the user. We also required the answer-bearing passage to be comprehensive even when not paired with the question, e.g. if the question was about Linux, this name or its equivalent should appear in the passage rather than only general terms such as 'the system'.
The set of candidate questions was given to linguists, which were asked to devote a couple of minutes per each question and try to find a satisfactory answer using search engines. They were asked to avoid typing the whole question as a query to prevent from favouring those documents that contain questions.
For each candidate at most one answer document was found. Each answer document (a website) was downloaded as HTML files. We used the Web As Corpus Toolkit (Ziai and Ott, 2005) to clean up the files and remove boilerplate elements. The final output contained no mark-up and its structure was limited to plain text divided into paragraphs. Note that only those questions that the linguists were able to find an answer for have made their way to the final dataset.
Final collection
Ultimately, the set of questions paired with answers contains 598 entries. The statistics regarding source distribution is given as 3. Yes-no questions (Walas, 2012; Kanayama et al., 2012) ; Is Lisbon in Europe?. To perform a reliable evaluation of the system, we had to index a lot more data than just the answers to our 598 test questions. We acquired also several collections to serve as 'distractors' and a source of possible answers, namely:
• Polish Wikipedia (using dump from 22 January 2013) -956 000 documents.
• A collection of press articles from Rzeczpospolita (Weiss, 2008 ) -180 000 documents.
• Three smaller corpora: KPWr (Broda et al., 2012) , CSEN and CSER (Marcińczuk and Piasecki, 2011 ) -3 000 documents.
Evaluation metrics
The evaluation was based on the following metrics:
• answers at n-th cutoff (a@n) (Monz, 2003) -relevant documents recall; a fraction of questions for which the relevant document was present in the first n documents returned by the search engine;
• mean reciprocal rank (MRR) -an average of the query reciprocal ranks 1 MRR is used to compare re-ranking algorithms. The higher MRR is, the higher in the ranking the relevant documents are.
Baseline information retrieval
As a basis for search engine we selected an open source search platform called Solr (The Apache Software Foundation, 2013a). Solr indexes large collection of documents and provides: full-text search, rich query syntax, document ranking, custom document fields and terms weighting. It was also shown that Lucene (the retrieval system underlying Solr) performs no worse for QA than other modern Information Retrieval systems (Tellex et al., 2003) .
In the baseline approach we used an existing tool called Web as Corpus ToolKit (Adam Kilgarriff and Ramon Ziai and Niels Ott, 2013) to extracted plain text from the collection of HTML documents. Then, the text was tagged using WCRFT tagger (Radziszewski, 2013) and their base forms were indexed in the Solr.
To fetch a ranked list of documents for a query we used a default search ranking algorithm implemented in the Lucene that is a combination of Boolean Model (BM) with refined Vector Space Model (VSM). BM is used to fetch all documents matching the boolean query. Then, VSM is applied to rank the answer documents. The detailed formula used to compute the ranking score is presented in (The Apache Software Foundation, 2013b). The formula includes following factors:
• fraction of query terms present in the document -documents containing more query terms are scored higher than those with fewer, 1 A reciprocal rank for a query is equal to 1 K , where K is the position of first relevant document in the ranking.
• query normalizing factor -to make the score comparable between queries,
• document term frequency -documents containing more occurrences of query terms receive higher scores,
• inverse document frequency -common terms (present in many documents) have lower impact on the score,
• term boosting factor -weight specified in the query can be used to increase importance of selected terms (not used in our approach),
• field boosting factor -some fields might be more important than others (not used by us),
• field length normalization factor -shorter fields obtain higher scores.
Figure 1 presents all steps of question analysis. First, a question is tagged with WCRFT tagger. All punctuation marks and words from a stoplist (including 145 prepositions) are discarded. We assumed that in most cases the answer have a form of a statement and does not mimic question structure. The remaining words are used in a query, formed as a boolean disjunction of the base forms.
The a@n and MRR values for the baseline configuration are presented in Table 3 . We measured the a@n for several distinct values of n between 1 and 200 (this is an estimated maximum number of documents which can be effectively processed during re-ranking). The a@n ranges from 26% for n = 1 to 87% for n = 200. This means than only for 26% questions the relevant document was on the first position in the ranking. In the reported tests all non-stop words from the question were used to form a query. We tested also several modification of the heuristic for query term selection proposed in (Paşca, 2003) , but the results were lower.
Proximity-based re-ranking
Lucene default ranking algorithm does not take into consideration proximity of query terms in the documents. This leads to favouring longer documents as they are more likely to contain more query terms. However such documents can describe several different topics not related to the question. Ranking of longer documents cannot be decreased by default, as they might contain an answer. A possible solution is to analyse query term 1. Input:
Co można odliczyć od podatku? ("What can be deducted from tax?") 2. Tagging: co można odliczyć od podatek ? (base forms) 3. Filtering: można odliczyć od podatek ("can", "deduct", "tax") 4. Query:
base:mo_ zna OR base:odliczyć OR case:od OR base:podatek Table 3 : a@n and MRR for baseline configuration of information retrieval. proximity inside the documents. We have evaluated two approaches to utilising term proximity in re-ranking.
Maximum Cosine Similarity Weighting
Maximum Cosine Similarity Weighting (MCSW) is based on the idea of using the same ranking scheme as in the retrieval component, but applied to short passages, not whole documents. Every document is divided into continuous blocks of k sentences. For every block we compute the cosine similarity between a vector representing the block and a vector representing a query. Standard tf-idf weighting (Manning et al., 2008) and cosine measure are used. A document is assigned the maximum per-block cosine similarity that was encountered. Several block sizes (k from 1 to 5) were tested producing very similar results, thus we report results only for k = 1. The final document score is computed as follows:
where:
• D, ordered list od documents returned from search engine for a query,
• score(d), score for document d returned by Solr,
• mcs(d), maximum cosine similarity for document d.
Minimal Span Weighting
Monz (2003) presented a simple method for weighting based on a minimal text span containing all terms from a query that occur in the document. The re-ranking score combines the original score with MSW score and is computed as follows:
• q, set of query terms,
• s, the shortest text fragment containing all query terms occurring in the document,
• λ, α, β, significance weights for the respective factors (we used default values (Monz, 2003) , i.e. λ = 0.4, α = 0.125, β = 1)
Evaluation
The a@n and MRR values for MCSW and MSW are presented in Table 4 . For both methods we noticed a small improvement. The increase of MRR values for both methods indicates that the average position of the relevant documents in the ranking was improved. The a@n was improved by up to 12 percentage points for MCSW and n = 1. The lower improvement for MSW might be caused by the assumption that the minimal span must contain all query terms occurring in the document. Table 4 : a@n and MRR for baseline information retrieval with reranking.
In addition, the proximity-based ranking algorithms can be used to extract the most relevant document fragments as answers instead of presenting the whole document. According to ), users prefer paragraph-level chunks of text with appropriate answer highlighting.
Despite the observed improvements, the results are still below our expectations. If we assume that user reads up to 10 answers for a question (a typical number of results displayed on a single page in many web search engines), the top a@n will be about 70%. This means that we will not provide any relevant answer for 3 out of 10 questions. According to (Monz, 2003) , results for English reported for TREC sets are between 73% and 86% for a@10. Thus, further improvement in reranking is necessary.
Conclusion
We presented a preliminary results for a baseline information retrieval system and the simple proximity-based re-ranking methods in the context of a Open Domain Question Answering task for Polish. The evaluation was performed on a corpus of 598 questions and answers, collected from a wide range of questions asked by Internet users (i.e. search engines, Hipisek.pl, QA communities and Revenue FAQ). The collection covers major types of questions including: factoid, list, non-factoid and yes-no questions.
The a@n of the baseline IR system (Solr) configuration ranges from 26% for n = 1 to 87% for n = 200 top documents considered. Our queries consisted of base forms of all question words except words from a stoplist. Several heuristics for query term selection inspired by the one proposed in (Monz, 2003) produced lower results. This can be explained by the properties of the ranking algorithm used in Solr -the number of terms covered and their total frequency in a document are important factors. For n = 10 (a typical single page in a Web search) we obtained 62% a@n. Two re-ranking methods based on query term proximity were applied. For both methods we obtained a noticeable improvement up to 12 percentage points of a@n for n = 1 and 9 percentage points for n = 10. Nevertheless, the results are still slightly lower than in the case of systems built for English, e.g., (Monz, 2003) . However, results reported by Monz were obtained on the TREC datasets, which contain mostly factoid and list questions. Our datasets includes also nonfactoid and yes-no questions which are more difficult to deal with. The comparison with Hipisek is difficult as no results concerning ranking precision were not reported. Moreover, Hipisek was focused on selected subclasses of questions.
We plan to extend the information retrieval model on the level of document fetching and reranking. We want to utilize plWordNet 2.0 (the Polish wordnet) 2 (Maziarz et al., 2012) , tools for proper names (Marcińczuk et al., 2013) and semantic relations recognition (Marcińczuk and Ptak, 2012) , dependency 3 and shallow syntactic parsers. More advanced but also more timeconsuming tools will be used to select relevant passages in the documents fetched by the presented information retrieval module.
